
2022 MCAS Sample Student Work and Scoring Guide 
 
Grade 7 English Language Arts 
Question 13: Essay  
 
Reporting Categories: Language and Writing 
Standard: L.PK-12.1 - Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking. 
Standard: L.PK-12.2 - Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing. 
Standard: L.PK-12.3 - Apply knowledge of language to understand how language functions 
in different contexts, to make effective choices for meaning or style, and to comprehend 
more fully when reading or listening. 
Standard: W.PK-12.1 - Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive 
topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. 
Standard: W.PK-12.4 - Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  
Item Description: Write an argument to support a given claim; use information from two 
articles to support the argument. 
 
 
View item in MCAS Digital Item Library 

 

Essay Prompt  
 
For this question, you will write an essay based on the passage(s). Your writing should: 

• Present and develop a central idea. 
• Provide evidence and/or details from the passage(s). 
• Use correct grammar, spelling, and punctuation. 

Based on “The Teen Who Woke Up Her School” and “Why Schools Are Struggling to Let 
Students Sleep In,” write an essay arguing that middle schools and high schools should 
have later start times. Be sure to use information from both articles to develop your essay. 

 
 

Continue to the following page to see the scoring guides for this question. Sample student 
responses begin on page 3. The annotations that appear above each sample response 
describe elements of the response that contributed to its score for Idea Development and 
Standard English Conventions. 

 

  

https://mcas.digitalitemlibrary.com/home?subject=ELA&grades=Grade%207&view=ALL&itemUIN=EL909750218
https://mcas.digitalitemlibrary.com/home?subject=ELA&grades=Grade%207&view=ALL&itemUIN=EL909750218
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Scoring Guide for Idea Development 
Select a score point in the table below to view the sample student response. 

Score* Description 

5 

• Central idea is insightful and fully developed 
• Skillful selection and explanation of evidence and/or details  
• Skillful and/or subtle organization 
• Rich expression of ideas  
• Full awareness of the task and mode 

4 

• Central idea is clear and well-developed 
• Effective selection and explanation of evidence and/or details 
• Effective organization 
• Clear expression of ideas 
• Full awareness of the task and mode 

3 

• Central idea is general and moderately developed 
• Appropriate selection and explanation of evidence and/or details 
• Moderate organization 
• Adequate expression of ideas 
• Sufficient awareness of the task and mode 

2 

• Central idea may be present and is somewhat developed 
• Limited selection and explanation of evidence and/or details 
• Limited organization 
• Basic expression of ideas 
• Partial awareness of the task and mode 

1 

• Central idea is not developed 
• Insufficient evidence and/or details 
• Minimal organization 
• Poor expression of ideas 
• Minimal awareness of the task and mode 

0 The response shows evidence the student has read the text, but does not address the 
question or incorrectly responds to the question. 

 
Scoring Guide for Standard English Conventions 
Select a score point in the table below to view the sample student response. 

Score* Description 
3A 

 • Consistent control of a variety of sentence structures relative to length of essay 
• Consistent control of grammar, usage, and mechanics relative to complexity and/or 

length of essay 
3B 

3C 

2 
• Mostly consistent control of sentence structures relative to length of essay 
• Mostly consistent control of grammar, usage, and mechanics relative to complexity 

and/or length of essay 

1 
• Little control and/or no variety in sentence structure and/or 
• Little control of grammar, usage, and mechanics relative to complexity and/or 

insufficient length 

0 Sentences are formed incorrectly with no control of grammar, usage, and mechanics and/or 
insufficient length. 

*In both Scoring Guides, letters are used to distinguish between sample student responses that earned the same 
score (e.g., 5A and 5B).  
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Idea Development—Score Point 5 
An engaging introduction reveals full awareness of the task, connecting both passages to the idea that 
teens should have later school start times. A variety of transitions carry the central idea through the essay: 
“Good sleep has been proven to improve your well-being”; “As well as enhanced learning, athletes 
perform better”; and “Students also feel emotionally and mentally better.” Each body paragraph balances 
evidence with explanation, contributing to a rich expression of ideas such as “Sleep can be the difference 
between winning and losing, qualifying and not qualifying.” The explanation that “schools . . . can get . . . 
a good reputation for churning out top athletes” argues beyond the benefits to the teens alone and makes 
further connections between the details and the argument for later start times. By delving into several 
aspects of stress, grades, performance, and “strengthen[ed] social ties,” the argument makes an 
insightfully developed case for later start times in middle and high schools. Although the conclusion is 
not strong, overall, the organization supports a clearly developed argument that builds upon ideas from 
both passages. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 3A 
A variety of sentence structures and mechanics are used throughout the essay. Parentheses and periods are 
correct when citing passages. Control of comma usage as well as spelling is evident, despite minor errors: 
“Injuries also prevent the athlete from practicing, and instead, they have to regain their strength and do 
excercises to prevent further injuries” and “Middle schools and high schools should delay their start times 
because it is proven that students perform better, whether it’s school, work, or sports.” The essay’s length 
provides opportunity to demonstrate control of grade-level standard English conventions. 
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Idea Development—Score Point 4 
The central idea that “there are many different reasons why students should be able to have later start 
times” is clear throughout the essay and supported with several details from both passages. Body 
paragraphs are primarily focused on direct benefits to the students; each is effectively organized around 
details from both passages and an explanation connecting back to the central idea. By addressing specific 
examples, such as “help[ing] their mental and physical health including decreasing the risks for obesity 
and depression” and “be[ing] energized instead of drowsy,” the writer makes a case that supports the 
conclusion that more sleep results in “creative thinking, more energy, more growth.” Throughout the 
essay, the writer argues that overall performance, whether socially, academically, or athletically, is 
positively affected by later school start times. The essay is well-developed and maintains a clear 
expression of ideas about the benefits of sleep for teens. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 3B 
The essay demonstrates consistent control of grammar, usage, and mechanics, given its complexity. 
Minor spelling errors, such as “scheduale” and “father” instead of farther, are not distracting, and other 
vocabulary words such as “guaranteed,” “decreasing,” and “energized” are spelled correctly. Commas are 
mostly used correctly: “This is a significant amount of benefits, and later start times would help increase 
the amount of sleep times for students” and “Overall, schools should have later start times because it 
would benefit students in many ways.” Given its length and the variety of sentence structures presented, 
the essay shows command of standard English conventions for the grade level. 
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Idea Development—Score Point 3 
The central idea is moderately developed and supported by appropriate details from the passages. There is 
sufficient awareness of the task; the focus is more on the benefits of sleep for teens and less specifically 
on why schools should start later, but appropriate details to support the argument are selected. Some 
explanations are provided but not elaborated on: “Higher test scores would be good for the school also 
because they would get more money.” While there are some important arguments made about students 
being “better able to participate in school” and the idea that “well rested athletes are less likely to get 
injured,” the explanations are not developed, consistent with only an adequate expression of “why schools 
need to have classes starting later.” Overall, the essay is organized with functional transitions and shows a 
general understanding of the task of argument writing. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 3C 
The essay lacks some complexity at times but correctly punctuates quotations. There are minor errors, 
such as the usage of “there” versus “their,” incorrect capitalization of “Athletic reasons,” and a lack of 
capitalization to begin the sentence “this proves that it helps students. . .” However, complexity is evident 
in “Those are just three of the examples that demonstrate how sleep can help you socially” and “Students 
are now more energized and are better able to participate in school.” Overall, control of a variety of 
mechanics and sentence structures is evident, and the length of the essay is sufficient to demonstrate 
command of standard English conventions for the grade level. 
 

 

Back to Scoring Guides 
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Idea Development—Score Point 2 
The central idea that “schools should have a later start time” is somewhat developed using limited details 
to convey the difficulties students face. The idea that “a later start time . . . would help get at least [an] 
extra hour of sleep” is basic. A brief discussion of hormones and mood contributes to an argument that if 
schools started later, “Teens would be able to get more sleep and focus in school without getting easily 
distracted.” The essay lacks an adequate conclusion, but there is partial awareness of the task and an 
attempt to present evidence and explanation. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 2 
A lack of complexity reveals mostly consistent, rather than sustained, control of standard English 
conventions. Sentence patterns are similar throughout: “This shows”; “it shows”; “If they”; “If you.” 
Although the essay begins in third person (“If they had a later start time”), it shifts halfway through the 
second paragraph to second person (“you will be in a much better mood”), showing limited control of 
overall structure of the essay. In general, spelling and punctuation are correct with a few minor errors 
such as “funtion” instead of “function.” There is enough argument presented in the writer’s own words to 
show some command of conventions, but a disproportionate number of direct quotations are included in 
the essay, given its length. Overall, there is only mostly consistent control of grammar, usage, and 
mechanics. 

 

 

Back to Scoring Guides 
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Idea Development—Score Point 1 
The essay is minimally developed and uses evidence from only one passage. An introduction and 
conclusion are missing, showing minimal awareness of both organization and the task. While there is a 
claim that “teens need to be well rested in order to function properly,” it is not supported; the selected 
quotation is not connected with an explanation about why teenagers are classified as “‘walking zombies’” 
or how this contributes to the argument that schools should start later. Overall, the writing does not 
express the argument clearly. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 1 
Although there are not many distracting errors, the essay is not developed sufficiently to show grade-level 
control of sentence structures or features of mechanics. Simplicity is also evident in repetition, especially 
given the short length of the essay: “teens need to be well rested”; “We need to be well rested”; “Us kids 
and teens also need to be well rested”; “awake and rested.” Overall, there is little opportunity to 
demonstrate consistent control of standard English conventions. 

 

 

Back to Scoring Guides 
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Idea Development—Score Point 0 
The response makes a brief, unsupported reference to a class schedule with no connection to an argument 
about middle and high schools having later start times. The writing may show evidence the student has 
read the text, but it does not address the task. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 0 
The brevity of the response contributes to both a lack of clarity and incorrect sentence formation. The 
phrase “to 7:20 A.M to 7:50 AM” is confusing and employs incorrect, inconsistent punctuation. Given 
grade-level expectations for a full-length essay, this response does not show control of standard English 
conventions. 

 

 

Back to Scoring Guides 
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